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T
he final frontier. The 
great unknown. The cos­
mos. All these words are 
used to describe space, 
or the infinitely expanding vac­
uum in which Earth sits and or­
bits the sun day after day, month 
after month and year after year.
Since man has gained the tech­
nology to do so, conquering the 
outer reaches of space has been 
a dream and a goal for many. 
The idea of being the first man 
or women to step foot on Mars is 
slowly becoming a reality for some 
people, as companies like NASA 
and Spacex develop massive tech­
nologies such as reusable rockets, 
capsules that are capable of spend­
ing over a year in space flight and 
technologies that will make cre­
ating a sustainable environment 
possible. But with all these big
technologies being designed, de­
veloped and tested, its easy to for­
get the smaller ones that are just as 
vital to furthering research, like a 
rocket that is capable 
of vertical landing.
A team of Grand 
V lley State Uni­
versity students is 
involved in a NASA 
competition aimed 
at designing, devel­
oping and testing 
a tool that solves a 
problem with cur­
rent space explora­
tion. Teams from 
colleges and uni­
versities across the 
country are work­
ing on their own 
designs to be tested at NASA’s 
Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory 
(NBL) in late May and possibly 
picked up by the organization to 
be used in future missions.
This process is easier said 
than done.
“Were still in the design pro­
cess right now,” said Brianna 
Forsthoefel, a 
GVSU junior and 
the team leader. 
“We’re just work­
ing out some of 
the bugs with it. 
We just printed 
some of the parts 
this past week and 
figured out there’s a 
couple things we’ve 
got to change.”
The contest re­
quires the teams to 
build one of three 
different tools: a de­
vice that anchors an 
astronaut to the surface in micro 
or zero gravity, a device that allows
SEE NASA | A2
“Being able to test 
the waters In a lot 
of different areas 
in aerospace, (it’s) 
just been really 
eye opening ”
BRIANNA FORSTHOEFEL
TEAM LEADER
GV students compete to build space 
exploration device for NASA contest
Creating a
safe place
More than 30 GV students gather to 
advocate for the rights of refugees, 
the need for sanctuary campus
COMMUNITY: GVSU students protest the recent executive order signed by 
President Trump on immigrants and refugees. COURTESY | jason blanks
The race 
continues
Two new candidates in 
running for provost position
BY JESS HODGE
A SSOCIA TE@L A N THORN. COM
After narrowing down 75 can­
didates to three finalists, it looked 
as though Grand Valley State Uni­
versity was getting ready to make a 
final choice on who would succeed 
Gayle Davis as GVSUs provost and 
executive vice president for student 
and academic affairs. However, after 
one finalist dropped her candidacy, 
President Thomas Haas called on the 
search committee to come up with an 
additional two candidates to inter­
view.
The two new candidates are 
James Hinterlong and Ian Davison. 
Hinterlong is currently serving as 
the special assistant to the provost 
for Virginia Commonwealth Uni­
versity and Davison is the dean for 
Central Michigan University’s Col­
lege of Science and Engineering.
Both Hinterlong and Davison 
have been given the same topic 
as the first three finalists so those 
who attend can hear them respond 
to the same questions and prompt. 
Hinterlong presented Tuesday, Jan. 
31 to the campus community and 
Davison will present Monday, Feb. 
6 from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Denise Cobb, Stephen Esquith 
and Jann Joseph were the three origi­
nal finalists who visited campus and 
interviewed over the past two weeks. 
Joseph was the one who withdrew her 
candidacy, telling the GVSU search 
committees co-chair Jon Jellema 
many of the things she wished to ac­
complish had already been done so at 
GVSU. Cobb and Esquith are still be­
ing considered for the position.
Jellema expressed the difficulty 
the search committee had when 
picking the original three finalists 
due to many of the candidates be­
ing well-qualified for the job.
SEE PROVOST | A2
BY HANNAH LENTZ AND 
MEGHAN MCBRADY
EDI TOR IA L@LAN THORN. COM
With protests against President 
Donald Trump occurring across the 
U.S. and worldwide after his contro­
versial election, students, commu­
nity members and U.S. residents in 
general have had a lot to say about 
Trump’s recent executive orders.
One of the issues gaining the 
most attention is Trump’s decision 
to put in place an order turning back 
refugees and other visitors from pre­
dominantly Muslim countries.
In congruence with the national 
and international protests with the 
executive order considering refu­
gees, members from the Grand Val­
ley State University community 
hosted the “Grand Valley Student 
Sit-in Against Trump” Tuesday, Jan. 
31, in the Kirkhof Center on the Al­
lendale Campus. Though the protest 
looked to show vocal and physical 
support of refugees in general, the 
protest also hit closer to home as it
was also a commentary in response 
to an email sent out to students, fac­
ulty and staff of GVSU from univer­
sity president, Thomas Haas.
In the email, Haas touched on the 
stance of the university in reference 
to Trump’s executive order on im­
migration and how that will impact 
international travel and student’s pri­
vacy. Haas mentions that “the uni­
versity does not release any private 
student information or records” due 
to the Family Education Rights and 
Privacy Act (FERPA). The university 
also prioritizes and focuses on wel­
coming students of all backgrounds 
without thought of immigration sta­
tus, religion or race Haas said.
However, student protesters at 
GVSU want more from Haas and the 
university including a clear, support­
ive stance on resistance of Trump’s 
order and the declaration of the uni­
versity as a “sanctuary campus.”
Megan Bardenhagen, organizer 
of the sit-in as well as the “Not My 
President” rally Friday, Nov. 11, 
2016 at GVSU, said the purpose of
the sit-in was to create a forum for 
discussion among the GVSU com­
munity about Trump’s stance on 
various social and political issues.
“He (Trump) was elected based 
on a foundation of white suprema­
cy, what this country was built on, 
and I think we need to take a stand 
to change that and reshape our 
values and beliefs,” she said.
Chants of “No ban, no wall, 
this country is for all” and “Show 
me what democracy looks like - 
this is what democracy looks like" 
resonated throughout the Kirkhof 
Center, with various students, fac­
ulty and staff members walking by 
or stopping to listen to the group 
as they discussed ways of making 
GVSU a sanctuary campus.
Limiting cooperation with 
federal immigration authorities, 
sanctuary campuses are any col­
lege or university in the U.S. that
adopts policies to protect un­
documented student immigrants. 
Universities like Portland State 
University and Reed College are 
among the few universities in the 
country to officially declare they 
are sanctuary campuses.
Joe Cadreau, a member of the 
Native American Student Asso­
ciation (NASA) at GVSU as well 
as several other student groups 
also attended the event and 
spoke to students about the need 
to make their voices heard.
“This just started out as a co­
alition of students and student 
orgs and an idea of people getting 
together and deciding that this is 
something they needed to take a 
stand on,” Cadreau said.
Cadreau said after Michigan
SEE REFUGEE I A2NO BAN, NO WALL: Students gather around the clock tower Tuesday, Jan. 31, to protest President Trump’s immigration restrictions. COURTESY I JASON blanks
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GV KICKS OFF BLACK HISTORY MONTH
A full range of events have been lined up by Grand 
Valley State University’s Office of Multicultural Affairs in 
honor of Black History Month, from film screenings to mis­
sion trips to learning more about African traditions.
These events will take place throughout the month of 
February, and all are free and open to the public.
Some of these events include “Grand Rapids and Social 
Activism in Today’s Political Climate: Connecting the 
Broader Movement to the Local Experiment" Wednesday, 
Feb. 1; “History and Culture of Historically Black Colleges 
and Universities" Wednesday, Feb. 8: and “A Taste of Soul” 
Friday, Feb. 17.
For a full line up of events, visit www.gvsu.edu/oma.
IU BLOOMINGTON PROFESSOR TO GIVE TALK ON 
RACIAL STIGMA AGAINST ASIAN-AMERICANS
Indiana University Bloomington Professor Samuel 
D. Museus will give a lecture titled “The Racial Realities 
of Asian-Americans in Higher Education" on the Grand 
Valley State University Allendale Campus Wednesday,
Feb. 8.
The event will take place from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the 
Kirkhof Center Grand River Room.
Museus will focus on the ways Asian-Americans are 
racialized in contemporary society and higher educa­
tion and how this can impact their higher education 
experiences and outcomes, as well as the model minority 
stigma.
He will also be talking about ways in which Asian- 
Americans are actively trying to end racial stigmas 
surrounding them.
This event is LIB 100/201 approved.
ANTIRACISM IN CUBA’ EVENT SCHEDULED FOR 
TUESDAY, FEB. 7
Devyn Spence Benson, a professor of Africana and 
Latin American studies at Davidson University, will deliv­
er a lecture about her 18 months spent in Cuba Tuesday, 
Feb. 7, from 3 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. in the Grand Valley State 
University Kirkhof Center. The lecture is titled "Antiracism 
in Cuba: The Unfinished Revolution.”
Benson will focus on her time spent doing field 
research in Cuba and her analysis of discrimination and 
stereotyping in Cuba and South Florida after the Cuban 
government’s push for social equality in the 1960s.
Her talk follows her recently published book of the 
same name and will explore similar themes.
Benson is a regular visitor of Cuba, having traveled to 
the island annually since 2003. This event is LIB 100/201 
approved.
NEW CAMPUS INTERNET SECURITY TRAINING 
APPROVED FOR FACULTY, STAFF
A new training program and malware policy has been 
approved for Grand Valley State University’s administra­
tion, faculty and staff.
The new policy states that any devices connected to 
the GVSU campus network that are inflicted with a virus 
or other kind of malware must be disconnected immedi­
ately and remain disconnected until the malware is taken 
care of.
Anybody who doesn’t follow this policy will be 
banned by IT until they verify their device is clean.
The training program will be emailed to members of 
the GVSU faculty and staff when the programs are set up.
The programs consist of 15 mandatory videos and 
eight optional videos to be viewed, followed by two to 
three questions that faculty and staff members have to 
answer.
FACULTY SET TO BE RECOGNIZED AT FACULTY 
AWARDS CONVOCATION CEREMONY
Faculty from various departments across campus will 
be awarded university Awards for Excellence Thursday, 
Feb. 2, at 4 p.m. in the DeVos Center.
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astronauts to take a sample of 
the subsurface of a celestial 
body and a device that allows 
astronauts to take a sample 
of the surface (1 millimeter 
deep, as defined by NASA). 
The GVSU team is develop­
ing the third option and, as 
GVSU junior and team mem­
ber Jacob Stephens put it, the 
design is quite simple.
“It’s similar to one of 
those (dinosaur) heads, and 
you pull the handle and it 
opens the mouth,” Stephens 
said. “That’s kind of how
(the device) works.”
The device itself has a con­
tainment unit on the bottom 
that, after it is full, can be re­
placed with another contain­
ment unit with a quarter turn, 
making sample-gathering 
easy for those wearing a full 
space suit, Forsthoefel said.
The devices simple design 
was actually noted by NASA 
when they approved it. The 
simplicity helps in space 
when an astronaut doesn’t 
have access to a lot of tools or 
ways to fix issues, Stephens 
said, so the less there is to 
break, the easier the device is 
to repair and use.
When the team travels
to the NBL, they will take 
their finished product and 
give it to trained NASA div­
ers who will have to com­
plete a series of tasks to test 
its usability. All the while, 
the team will act as mission 
control and guide the diver 
through the process.
“It’ll be really interesting, 
and we’re all really looking 
forward to it,’’ Forsthoefel 
said. “It’s a great opportunity.”
Although this is the first 
time the team will be going to 
the NBL, this is not the first 
time that a GVSU team has at­
tempted to enter this contest. 
Last year, the team attempted 
to develop a tool, but due to
a lack of experience and a key 
member’s scheduling con­
flicts, the project fell through.
This year, however, 
Forsthoefel is optimistic be­
cause the team is now more 
experienced and dedicated to 
seeing the project through to 
the end, whether that means 
getting the device picked up 
for space exploration or not.
“Being able to test the wa­
ters in a lot of different areas 
in aerospace and everything 
we’ve encountered, including 
design and everything there 
(is) to testing, it’s just been re­
ally eye opening,” Forsthoefel 
said. “You never know what 
you could end up with.”
STICK TOGETHER: GVSU students sit inside of the Kirkhof Center Tuesday. Jan. 31. President Trump signed a controversial executive order 
Friday, Jan. 27, prohibiting residents from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the U.S. for 90 days. COURTESY | jason blanks
REFUGEE
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State University and the 
University of Michigan took 
firm stances on the immigra­
tion ruling, it is now GVSU’s 
turn to do the same.
Beyond talks of making 
GVSU a sanctuary campus, 
some of the students within the 
sit-in shared their fears for the 
future and hopes for the future.
Sudhansu Baskota, a fresh­
man and international stu­
dent at GVSU, discussed his 
experience with racial profil­
ing and the overall unease he 
felt after the experience.
“I got stopped there (48th 
Avenue), the cop asked me
for my passport and asked 
me ‘Do you have a visa?’ 
and he just took the pass­
port right out of my hand,” 
he said. “Then he came out 
of the car, he came out with 
his hand on his gun and all 
I was trying to do was cross 
the street. I guess the only 
thing I did that was ‘quote, 
unquote’ against the law was 
that I tried to cross the road 
with no signal passing.”
Talking about the Monday, 
Jan. 30, experience, Baskota 
said he had his hands in pock­
ets when the incident hap­
pened and he felt if he removed 
his hands, he thought the police 
officer would have shot him.
He eventually took the 
bus from 48th Avenue,
went to Kirkhof and texted 
a friend to pick him up and 
take him back to her place so 
he could calm down.
“I was scared to go back, I 
was scared to go outside,’’ he 
said. “Just last night (Monday) 
I got a message from one of 
my friends to ask me if I would 
speak (at the sit-in). There are 
people being detained at air­
ports and it’s a human rights 
issue - we just want to be safe.”
On a larger sea!*?, follow­
ing the news of Trump’s im­
migration ban, thousands of 
New Yorkers flooded the JFK 
International Airport Satur­
day, Jan. 28, to protest Trump’s 
executive order, which pro­
hibited residents from seven 
Muslim-majority countries for
90 days, shutting down refugee 
resettlement for 120 days. Mo­
bilized through social media, 
later demonstrations began at 
Los Angeles International Air­
port (LAX), Seattle’s SeaTac 
Airport and a motely of other 
airports throughout the U.S.
Additionally, Thursday, 
Jan. 16, protesters in West 
Michigan filled up the Blue 
Bridge in downtown Grand 
Rapids to protest the im­
migration orders with signs 
like “Jesus was a refugee” and 
“Welcome, refugees.”
GVSU students, however, 
have no plan to give up on 
protesting the Trump ad­
ministration any time soon 
with plans for other forms of 
protest in the future.
POSSIBILITIES: James Hinterlong (left) and Ian Davison (right) are 
finalists in GVSU’s search for a new provost. COURTESY I gvnow
PROVOST
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“After (Joseph) dropped out, 
the search committee met to 
discuss alternatives for mov­
ing the process along,” Jel- 
lema said via email. “Those 
alternatives were presented 
to President Haas whose 
choice was to bring two 
more candidates for campus 
interviews. (The) commit­
tee met to discuss the pros 
and cons of the other semi­
finalists, and Davison and 
Hinterland were chosen.”
Once both Hinterlong and 
Davison have presented, Haas 
will be tasked with making his 
final decision on which of the 
four candidates he will choose 
as the next provost. Jellema said 
in addition to reviewing survey 
results, Haas will be provided 
with written comments from 
the provost’s cabinet, the presi­
dent’s cabinet, members of 
the search committee and two 
board members who met with 
the candidates.
Also on the search com­
mittee is student senate 
president Ella Fritzemeier. 
Jellema said Fritzemeier has 
played an active role in the 
search committee by offering 
a student perspective that is 
helpful and insightful.
Fritzemeier has previous­
ly said she found the search 
few candidates initially diffi­
cult, but later found it easier 
to find people who embodied 
what Davis has for 15 years: 
a student-centered focus. 
This is especially important 
for Fritzemeier, as she is the 
student representative on the 
search committee.
Haas will make a decision 
after he has all of the infor­
mation regarding the final 
candidate which won’t be 
later than Friday, Feb. 10.
Fritzemeier is an active 
and respected member of 
the search committee. She 
more than holds her own 
with the other committee 
members, and committee 
members find her interac­
tions with and reactions to 
the candidates to be both in­
sightful and very helpful.
♦ ♦ •
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STUDENT SENATE AP­
PROPRIATIONS FUNDING 
BOARD REPORT FROM THE 
WEEK OF MONDAY, JAN. 30 
Event funding:
Voices requested $550 for 
Even Lauchie practice Thursday. 
Feb. 16 and Friday, Feb 17 
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the 
Performing Arts Center Room 
1110. They received $550.
Voices requested $550 
for Taureen Pruitt practice 
Thursday. Feb. 16 and Friday, 
Feb 17 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in the Performing Arts Center 
Room 1110. They received $550.
Voices requested $1,650 
for Robert Philips prac­
tice Thursday, Feb. 16 and 
Friday, Feb 17 from 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. in the Performing 
Arts Center Room 1110. They 
received $1,650.
Sigma Lambda Gamma 
Sorority requested $950 for 
their Majestic Ball presents: 
Enlightenment event Friday, 
Feb. 17 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in the Grand River Room.
They received $500.
You Beautiful Black Women 
requested $1031.53 for their 
Hair Talk event Wednesday, 
Feb. 27 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in the Holton-Hooker Lobby. 
They received $810.
The Swing Dance Club 
requested $800 for President’s 
Ball Friday, Feb.3 from 8 p.m. to 
midnight at the DeVos Grand 
Plaza. They received $800.
Detroit Does Well requested 
$2,318 for their Detroit does well 
event Sunday, Feb. 26 from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Kirkhof Rooms 
2250,2215,2216, 2259 and 
2266. They received $2,408.
EVOLVE Education Club 
requested $3,160 for their 
EVOLVE education event 
Monday, Feb. 27 from 7 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. in Pere Marquette. 
They received $3,160.
Colleges Against Cancer 
requested $9,153.55 for a Relay 
for Life Friday, April. 7 from 6 
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Fieldhouse 
Arena. They received $8563.63.
Peace M.E.ans requested 
$150 for The Occupation of 
the American Mind movie 
4, Wednesday, Feb. 8 from 7JO 
p.m. to 10 p.m. in Laker Superior 
Hall. They received $150.
The Professional Sales 
Association requested 
$983.10 for their profes­
sional sales association event 
Wednesday. Feb. 1, Saturday, 
Feb. 18, Wednesday, March 
1, Wednesday. March 15, 
Wednesday, April 12, and 
Wednesday, April 19 from 5 
p.m. to 8 p.m. The event will 
take place in Seidman Center 
for Business Room 1008B 
and DeVos Hall room 136E. 
They received $630.
Travel Funding
Out’n’About requested $854 
for a trip to the MBLGTACC 2017 
in Chicago. They received $384.
Model U.N. requested 
$1,438.40 for a trip to the Model 
U.N. conference in St. Louis, 
Missouri. They received $724.44.
Students for Liberty 
Conference requested $1,633 
for a trip to the International 
Students for Liberty 
Conference in Washington,
D.C. They received $774.
Next Meetings:
The next appropriations 
meeting is Tuesday, Feb. 7 at 
4:30 p.m.
The next Cultural Board 
meeting is Thursday, Feb. 16.
PARTNERSHIP
MAKING CONNECTIONS: Members of Grand Valley State University’s Charter School Office. Seven GVSU students were selected to receive scholarships to be student 
teachers in GVSU charter schools that are located in Detroit, in collaboration with GVSU's Charter School Office and the College of Education. COURTESY I amanda PITTS
Seven GV undergrads receive 
scholarships to work in Detroit
Charter School Office, College of Education collaborate to fund student teaching program
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER(a)L ANTHORN.COM
New this year, seven 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity students received schol­
arships to be student teach­
ers in GVSU charter schools 
located in Detroit.
The College of Education 
and the GVSU Charter Schools 
Office (CSO) have teamed up 
to form this scholarship after 
concerns were raised by GVSU 
charter schools in Detroit that 
there were not enough Capa­
ble, passionate instructors who 
wanted to positively impact 
students’ lives.
Keith Vree, associate di­
rector for undergraduate 
programs in the College of 
Education, said the hope with
these scholarships was that 
student teachers would stay 
on with the charter schools 
after they finished college.
“It provides an opportu­
nity for our students, and also 
its important because it pro­
vides teachers for these starter 
schools who cannot find out­
standing teachers,” Vree said.
Michael Cousins, com­
munications and technology 
specialist in the CSO, said a 
lot of schools were struggling 
with keeping teachers in the 
classroom. He said the schol­
arship would help both par­
ties: the GVSU students would 
get experience, and the schools 
would get quality assistance.
“We thought that this 
partnership would be a great 
way for students at GVSU to 
experience a classroom with
students of high need and 
to start creating a pipeline 
between our university and 
(Detroit),” Cousins said.
The seven recipients of the 
award had to qualify for the 
scholarship by applying, main­
taining their GPA at a certain 
level and passing the Profes­
sional Readiness Examina­
tion, which is a standard exam 
given to all students in the 
state of Michigan who wish to 
become student teachers.
The scholarship pays for 
13 credit hours for each stu­
dent, which totals to around 
$6,500 in tuition alone for 
each student. More specifical­
ly, the scholarship pays for 10 
credit hours of student teach­
ing and three credit hours for 
the education capstone the 
students must complete along
with their student teaching. 
The scholarship does not 
cover housing or transporta­
tion for the students.
While only seven students 
were awarded the scholarship 
this year, the maximum num­
ber of students who can be 
awarded is 20. Vree said word 
of the scholarship is spread­
ing quickly, and he hopes next 
year there will be more than 20 
students who apply.
GVSU currently autho­
rizes 73 charter schools in 
Michigan, half of which are in 
Detroit and the other half of 
which are spread throughout 
multiple locations across the 
Lower Peninsula. The CSO 
has existed since 1995, around 
the same time a law was passed 
which allowed Michigan to 
start chartering schools.
The CSO provides its char­
ter schools with many GVSU- 
based programs. The office 
invites thousands of students 
from eighth grade to 11th 
grade each year to do a campus 
tour. Cousins said the office 
also brings in close to 100 high 
school students for a “summer 
enrichment camp,” where they 
get to stay in the dorms and 
take mock classes to “get a feel 
of what college may be like if 
they come to GVSU.”
He said the students 
who come visit GVSU 
could be more motivated to 
work hard in the classroom 
and pursue college.
“Being able to come to a 
college campus and to walk 
around and learn about it, it 
gives them the idea that college 
is a reality,” Cousins said.
TECHNOLOGY
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Megan Buchman practices giving a 
shot to a test dummy Monday, Sept. 26. 2016. GVL I LUKE holmes
BY MEGAN WEBSTER
M WEBS TER{d)LAN THORN.COM
According to the Ameri­
can Telemedicine Association, 
more than half of all hospitals 
in the U.S. currently have a 
telemedicine program, which 
involves the diagnosis and 
treatment of patients through 
the use of technology.
In response to this grow­
ing health care trend all 
around the country, Grand 
Valley State University has
paired up with Answer 
Health on Demand (AHOD), 
a Grand Rapids-based com­
pany that specializes in tele­
medicine, in order to provide 
physician assistant students 
the opportunity to acquire 
telemedicine skills through a 
shadowing experience.
Theresa Bacon - Bagu ley, 
associate dean for research 
in the College of Health Pro­
fessions, said the addition 
of telemedicine to the cur­
riculum allows the physician
Hands-on learning
GV partners with Answer Health on Demand to 
bring telemedicine to physician assistant program
assistant students to incor­
porate technology into their 
desired profession.
“We teach (the students) 
the legal aspects of telemedi­
cine along with how to use 
the system, which means how 
to have an appearance on the 
screen that communicates 
with individuals through tech­
nology,” Bacon-Baguley said.
Physician assistant stu­
dents are able to have a hands- 
on role in learning how to 
use technology in a health 
care profession through the 
partnership with AHOD. 
Classroom instruction, on­
line modules, computers and 
equipment allow students to 
gain knowledge of telemedi­
cine, and the students run 
simulations with each other 
in order to gain experience. 
The students also have the op­
portunity to shadow a physi­
cian, thanks to GVUS’s affili­
ation agreement with AHOD.
Students can pick one of 
the two options presented 
to them.
“They can actually go to 
Answers Health, who has an 
office off the East Beltline, or
they can observe within their 
own environment, as long as 
there is nobody around to lis­
ten in,” Bacon-Baguley said. “A 
physician will connect through 
the computer with the patient. 
Then, they will ask the patient 
if they do not mind if a student 
listens in. If the patient agrees, 
the student will be connected 
on the computer system. On 
the screen there will be three 
individuals: the physician, the 
patient and the student.”
Martina Reinhold, a pro­
fessor in the physician assistant 
studies department at GVSU, 
said giving the students an op­
portunity to shadow a physi­
cian performing telemedicine 
allows them to keep an open 
mind when it comes to what 
they can do in the future.
“They have the opportu­
nity to see it and recognize 
that they can actually do this 
when they go out there and 
could participate in these 
encounters,” Reinhold said. 
“We would love for them to 
have this understanding so 
they can keep an open mind 
of what can be done.”
The process of integrat­
ing telemedicine into the 
physician assistant curricu­
lum has been in progress for 
a couple of years at GVSU. 
At its inception, a Rural 
Utilities Service (RUS) 
grant was written in order 
to bring funding into the 
classroom. This was done 
in order to purchase equip­
ment so students could be­
gin simulating telemedicine 
in classrooms with each 
other. Students are also be­
ginning to participate in 
shadowing with AHOD as 
part of the curriculum.
“This has already start­
ed,” Reinhold said. “The 
students started going out 
(Wednesday), Jan. 18. Every 
week, two students go to An­
swers Health and observe. 
Two different students go 
throughout the entire year. “
Both Reinhold and Bacon- 
Baguley think telemedicine, 
which is increasingly being 
used in medical practice, is 
truly the way of the future.
“It’s exciting to train our 
students not just for today 
but for tomorrow,” Bacon- 
Baguley said.
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EDITORIAL
Why transparency 
matters
Recent communication 
from administration will 
be key in years to come
O
n many college 
| campuses, it is 
rare to be ac­
quainted with the 
big shots of university ad­
ministration. Often, presi­
dents, deans and provosts 
are more behind-the-scene 
players than members of 
the college community. At 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity, transparency from our 
administration is not per­
fect, but its better than most.
Still, there have been 
problems in the past. For 
example, The Lanthorn has 
received backlash from ad­
ministration and commu­
nity members because of 
editorials written, content 
covered and opinions ex­
pressed in columns. After 
each disagreement, we sat 
down with the offended 
party and talked through 
the issues as they applied to 
the GVSU community and, 
in most cases, we were able 
to come to an understand­
ing. As the press, we feel as 
though it is our responsibil­
ity to serve our campus with 
all the news, even when its 
not positive news, and even­
tually, the administration has 
almost always been under­
standing of that.
Since we desire and de­
mand transparency from 
our own organization, we 
also demand it from the 
university administration, 
both as students and as 
members of the press. Re­
cently, all students, faculty 
and staff received commu­
nication from our university 
president, the chair of the 
executive committee of the 
University Academic Senate 
and our student senate pres­
ident within a week of one 
another—that is an admi­
rable display. Though there 
may still be room to elabo­
rate, the correspondence
gives us hope for communi­
cation with administration 
for years to come.
While we continue to 
urge administration to keep 
students in mind, we also 
encourage students to re­
main informed. Instead of 
standing idle with concerns 
in mind, remember nothing 
can be accomplished without 
dual communication and ef­
fort. Read the emails sent to 
you, attend events on cam­
pus such as Teach-Ins and 
provost searches, research 
ways that GVSU can be bet­
ter. If we are asking for more 
power in how things are 
done at GVSU, we have to be 
willing to put in the work.
As we hear more and 
more news about the limit­
ing and restricting of free 
information under the new 
Trump administration, we 
hope that those in charge at 
GVSU consider the unique 
benefits of student-to-ad- 
ministration communication 
at our university. We hope 
that as we hire a new provost 
and look for new people to 
join our campus community, 
we are also looking at how 
they will fit into the commu­
nication structure we have 
worked so hard to create and 
maintain. This relationship 
is not something that we can 
afford to lose.
So, as we look at the cur­
rent state of social issues and 
administration both locally 
and nationally, it is more ob­
vious than ever how impera­
tive GVSU s administrations 
focus on putting students 
first has become rather 
than prioritizing hidden ad­
ministrative meetings and 
decisions when the issues 
actually directly impact the 
entire community. After all, 
students make up the uni­
versity, so isn’t it important 
to keep us in the loop?
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables, 
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a 
lantern that was used in mid- 
to-late 16th century Europe. It 
was constructed of leather and a
single lens made of a thin piece 
of ox or steer horn. It was used 
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
slogan is: "Give light and the 
people will find their own way.”
GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the 
Grand Valley State University 
community. Student opinions 
published here do not 
necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
aims to be a safe vehicle for 
community discussion. The 
Lanthorn will not publish 
or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not 
discriminate against any other 
views, opinions or beliefs. The 
content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space 
permits, and are reserved 
for letters to the editor only,
all other reader-generated 
content can be submitted to 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s 
YourSpace page by emailing 
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should 
include the author’s full name 
and relevant title along with a 
valid email and phone number 
for confirming the identity of 
the author. Letters should be 
approximately 500-650 words 
in length, and are not edited 
by the staff of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn outside of technical 
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, 
email at editorial@lanthorn. 
com or by dropping off your 
submission in person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401 
616-826-8276
WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT 
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING? 
SEND US AN EMAIL.
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON By Jayme Madison
editorial(a)lanthorn.com
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GV Community Affirmation of Inclusion
BY KAREN GIPSON, ELLA 
FRITZEMEIER AND COLLEEN 
BAILEY
GIPSONK@LA N THORN. COM
Grand Valley State 
University has always been 
committed to diversity and 
inclusion. As elected repre­
sentatives of GVSU faculty, 
staff and students, we wish to 
reaffirm that commitment.
The university’s state­
ment on non-discrimina­
tion is that: “Every aspect 
of University life should 
be free from discrimina­
tion because of age, color, 
disability, familial status, 
height, marital status, 
national origin, political
affiliation, race, religion, 
sex/gender, sexual orienta­
tion, gender identity and 
expression, veteran status, 
or weight. Student hous­
ing, organizations, athlet­
ics, classes and University 
community facilities should 
be open to all who desire 
to participate.” (GVSU Non- 
Discrimination Statement) 
The Division of Inclusion 
and Equity states: “Diversity, 
in all its forms, is at the heart 
of Grand Valley’s mission to 
provide a liberal education 
that will help shape lives, 
professions, and societies. 
Diversity is affirmed and cel­
ebrated at GVSU and in the 
community as a necessary 
intellectual asset and institu­
tional resource. Grand Valley 
believes it has a responsibility 
to serve all members of our 
community through a coor­
dinated equity and inclusion 
strategy.” (Framework for 
Inclusion & Equity)
We affirm our commit­
ment to fostering an inclu­
sive, anti-discriminatory 
environment conducive to
open inquiry, liberal educa­
tion, and healthy commu­
nity interactions. At a time 
when many faculty, staff 
and students are concerned 
for vulnerable or marginal­
ized populations and those 
who have historically been 
discriminated against, we 
pledge ourselves to the fol­
lowing actions:
We will work to ensure 
that the Grand Valley campus 
is a place where all students 
are welcome and have equal 
access to learning. Not only 
is diversity respected in 
our classrooms and on our 
campus but it is encouraged 
and supported. We know that 
an environment is hostile 
to inclusion if language is 
demeaning, insulting or per­
sonally descriptive, or if such 
language is allowed to occur 
without response.
We will foster inclusive­
ness throughout our com­
munity by respecting others’ 
opinions and expression of 
opinions. We believe that 
disagreement and diver­
sity of thought should be
welcomed and encouraged 
as part of a liberal educa­
tion. We acknowledge that 
discussion of differing ideas 
can be challenging but be­
lieve that disagreement with 
another person should be 
addressed through focusing 
on the reasoning, not the 
person offering the idea.
We make an unqualified 
commitment to those on the 
margins through our actions 
and words. We recognize 
clearly that silence is not 
protection. Silence is not 
merely a lack of words, but an 
invitation to violate the prin­
ciples we proclaim. We vow 
to stand up and speak up for 
the values and principles we 
believe in and the people and 
community we love. We will 
report bias incidents (http:// 
www.gvsu.edu/bias/) and 
encourage others to do so.
Ella Fritzemeier, Student 
Senate President
Colleen Bailey, Chair of 
AP Committee
Karen Gipson, Chair of 
University Academic Senate
We need more Beyonces
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
There are many people, 
both living and dead, whom I 
admire. We’ve had the pleasure 
of knowing many great minds 
with a variety of talents to offer 
the world, people like Princess 
Diana, Mahatma Gandhi and 
Theodore Roosevelt. As times 
have changed, so have our 
idols. Into the limelight came 
celebrities, reality TV stars and 
professional athletes. While I 
am not naive enough to believe 
that the infamy held by these 
celebrities will disappear, I do 
believe that our admiration 
can be aimed toward better 
versions of these figure heads.
To state it plainly, the world 
needs more Beyonces.
Yes, I went there and before 
you write me off as superficial 
fan girl and put everything 
you own in a box to the left’ 
take a moment to consider just 
what being a Beyonce means.
It means being a good role 
model, it means being strong 
woman/person and it means 
being charitable. Naysayers will 
point out flaws in this idea by 
picking flaws in the woman 
herself. Well Beyonce herself 
would just like you to know 
that either way she is ‘flawless!
Lots of people listen to 
Beyonces music, she’s a figure 
head of our generation after 
all. What some people don’t 
take the time to realize is 
that she is also a phenomenal 
role model. As someone in 
the limelight, Beyonce still 
makes it a point to put her 
family first. She celebrates her 
husband, her daughter, her 
sister and other members of 
her family regularly. Not to 
mention, Beyonce is active in 
politics and equality across 
all genders and cultures. She 
takes a stand and isn’t afraid
to share her opinion. All of 
these are positive attributes 
that we all should take steps 
to follow when viewing her as 
a role model.
Alongside those choices, 
Beyonc£ also represents a lot of 
strength as a woman. While it 
is no secret that female equality 
hasn’t always been 100 percent 
fair, Beyonce makes it a point 
to stand up for feminism.
Many of Beyonces songs focus 
on female empowerment and 
acceptance of female sexuality. 
She unapologetically states her 
beliefs and represents them 
to the fullest of her powers. 
Lyrics to songs such as ‘If I 
Were a Boy’ maintain a catchy 
tone while still having lyrics 
that remind the listener of 
inequalities between sexes. Be­
yonce is also an advocate of her 
heritage, promoting strength 
in African Americans through 
songs like ‘Formation.’
These kinds of themes 
in her music have helped 
resonate with many people, 
leading to Beyonces in­
creased popularity and 
wealth. While Beyonc£ lives 
a lavish life with her salary,
she also takes the time to 
donate to important causes. 
On Beyonces website, there 
is a full section dedicated to 
different problems, fundrais­
ers and charities that are dear 
to her heart. Over the years, 
Beyonce has donated around 
$7 million to a Houston- 
based charity, which she 
took part in establishing, that 
helps to provide shelter, food 
and counseling for the home­
less. None of these acts wefe a 
condition of Beyonces fame, 
rather a choice made when 
given the platform to do so.
So I encourage you all to be 
your own Beyonc£. Take time 
to be a good role model and 
feel g(K)d in your own skin. 
When given the option, you 
should look to be charitable 
too. While you probably don’t 
have seven million dollars 
laying around (thanks a lot, 
tuition) you do have time to 
volunteer or donate some old 
clothes. Our generation is just 
about to come into it’s prime, 
finally entering the career field 
and getting established, so let’s 
do what Mrs. Carter did and 
‘Run the World!
VALLEY VOTE
Are you going to the 
President’s Ball?
Yes 38%
No 62%
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION
Do you feel as though 
you know what GV’s 
administration is working on?
LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com
BLOG
Breaking down Super 
Bowl 50s cities: Boston or 
Atlanta
By Jake Keeley 
www.lanthorn.com
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE do you feel as though you know what gv’s administration is working on?
NOEMI JIMENEZ
"I think if I looked up what their rotes are on my own, I might 
have an idea of what they do. but I don't think there's a 
connection between the administration and Grand Valley for the 
students to provide feedback. I don't think the administration as 
a whole is very vocal about what they do for students '"
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: International relations 
HOMETOWN: Muskegon, Michigan
ALEX EASON
"I work at the library, and as a student at the library, 
sometimes you look at the paper, but through my supervisors 
I’m sometimes told what's going on throughout the 
university I know the resources are out there but sometimes I 
don't go out of my way to realty know what’s going on." 
YEAR: Senior 
MAJOR: Exercise science 
HOMETOWN: Okemos, Michigan
LAWSON BRIGHT-MITCHELL
“No I do not know what they're working on. I would 
like more resources, because I would like to know 
because I like Grand Valley ’’
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Sports management 
HOMETOWN: Albion. Michigan
KANYKEY BEGALIYEVA
“With recent events such as the new immigration order, I 
think our administration is striving to provide a sustainable 
environment for all of us We are coming from different 
backgrounds, cultures and ethnicities. 1 think our school has a 
lot of different resources thanks to our administration" 
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Hospitality management 
HOMETOWN: Almaty, Kazakhstan
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AWARDS
GV Student Nurses’ Association receives 
recognition at MNSA state convention
Organization wins Chapter of the Year, Nursing Student of the Year
BY EMILY DORAN
NEWS(a)LAN THORN. COM
I his past month, the Grand 
Valley State University Student 
Nurses’ Association (SNA) re­
ceived multiple awards at the 
Michigan Nursing Students 
Association (MNSA) conven­
tion, which took place Friday, 
Jan. 27, and Saturday, Jan. 28.
In recognition of the orga­
nization’s fundraising, com­
munity service and volunteer 
work this past year, SNA won 
the Fundraising Award and 
the Chapter of the Year Award. 
In addition, Nicole Gustin, an 
SNA member, won the Nurs­
ing Student of the Year Award.
Jamie Platt, the president 
of SNA, thinks receiving these
awards reflects all the hard 
work the SNA members have 
done for their communities.
“The past year, our 
SNA volunteered a total of 
5,139.15 hours as an organi­
zation,” Platt said. “I’m really 
proud of everyone. There’s a 
lot of leadership that is being 
done by students. (They’re) 
very dedicated and profes­
sional and obviously spend a 
lot of time trying to make the 
community a better place.”
Platt said the Chapter of the 
Year Award was based on an in­
crease in the organization’s size, 
its involvement in a variety of 
activities—including commu­
nity health projects and service 
and legislative events—and a 
submitted resolution and essay.
The Fundraising Award, 
meanwhile, was given based 
on SNA’s efforts to raise 
money for their organiza­
tion and the community.
“(The Fundraising 
Award) goes to the chap­
ter that raises money for 
not only their own SNA 
chapter, but also for orga­
nizations within the com­
munity, so (it’s) looking at 
how we’re helping others as 
well,” Platt said.
In 2016, the SNA mem­
bers held numerous fund­
raisers, including a kickball 
social this past fall, during 
which they raised $180 to 
buy stethoscopes for GVSU 
students who will be study­
ing abroad in Ghana. They 
also hosted the Comedy for 
a Cause event last semester, 
during which the GVSU 
improvisational comedy 
group, Subject to Change,
performed a skit and raised 
$406 for Arts in Motion, a 
community organization 
in Grand Rapids. In ad­
dition, the SNA members 
raised $60 from returning 
pop cans and donated the 
money to a family in Cedar 
Springs whose two chil­
dren are fighting cancer.
While the SNA organiza­
tion received recognition as a 
whole, Gustin also received in­
dividual acknowledgement as 
the Nursing Student of the Year.
“It’s quite a big honor to 
receive the award out of all 
the other great nominations,” 
Gustin said. “It’s nice to be 
recognized for all the hard 
work and the hours we put in 
aside from schoolwork, like 
all the volunteer hours we do.”
Gustin is in her third se­
mester of involvement with 
SNA. During her time with 
the organization, she has 
moved from being a regu­
lar member to serving as a 
delegate and adopting more 
responsibilities. She worked 
as the event coordinator for 
the Create Your Nursing Ca­
reer event last fall, and this 
semester, she is serving as 
the SNA student health co­
ordinator. She said she leads 
weekly workout classes to
promote self-care for nurses 
as part of her position. In 
addition, Gustin estimates 
she has put in more than 500 
volunteer hours over the past 
three semesters “with SNA 
and SNA-approved events.”
In Platt’s mind, Gustin 
was a perfect candidate to 
receive the Nursing Stu­
dent of the Year Award.
“(Gustin is) always volun­
teering to go above and be­
yond what a regular member 
would do in our organization,” 
Platt said. “She rose above and 
beyond probably any student 
in her cohort as far as volun­
teering her time at Grand Val­
ley and in the community, so 
she’s a really great role model 
for the rest of our members.”
Platt thinks receiving 
these awards at the conven­
tion shows how dedicated 
the SNA members are to 
helping others and bettering 
their communities, despite 
their already-busy schedules.
“The nursing program is so 
rigorous,” Platt said. “It’s more 
than what I thought it would 
be, and it’s very time con­
suming, so the fact that our 
students are volunteering so 
much of their time outside of 
schoolwork to me is amazing.”ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Members of GVSU’s Student Nurses’ Association pose after winning awards at 
the Michigan Nursing Students Association convention Saturday, Jan. 28. courtesy I NICOLE gustin
NETWORKING
Preparing for life after
GV Alumni Association hosts graduate students to
BY DREW SCHERTZER
DSCHER TZER(d)L A N THORN. COM
For students at Grand Val­
ley State University, the path to 
a future career isn’t always set 
in stone. It can take time, com­
mitment and a lot of sleepless 
nights to become successful.
To help students get start­
ed on planning their future 
careers in the business world, 
the GVSU Future Alumni 
Association (FAA) hosted a 
panel of GVSU graduates to 
answer common questions 
and hopefully provide insight 
into life after graduation.
I he event, “Five Under 35: 
Business Professions,” took 
place Tuesday, Jan. 31, from 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. in the L. Wil­
liam Seidman Center. During 
the panel event, five former
GVSU students sat down to 
have a discussion with a room 
of about 50 people.
“For me, I would say people 
have an idea of what the real 
world is,” said Chelsea Up- 
haus, marketing manager at 
ROUSH CleanTech. “It’s still no 
different. You’re still juggling a 
schedule, time and work.”
George Bosnjak, direc­
tor of sales and business de­
velopment at Great Lakes 
Health Connect, said stu­
dents have a perception that 
people in positions of power 
are elite human beings, but 
in reality, they’re just normal 
people like everyone else. 
Bosnjak urged the crowd not 
to be afraid to speak to peo­
ple after events or to people 
in positions of power in gen­
eral. He said the key to being
confident is not being afraid 
and standing up for oneself.
"Don’t settle,” Bosnjak said. 
“When a company is inter­
viewing you, you are also inter­
viewing them. Hold yourself to 
a high standard. Too often stu­
dents find the pressure to get a 
job and could’ve had a better 
one if they were more patient.”
Aside from confidence, an­
other common theme of the 
discussion was connections. 
Uphaus said connections with 
people are always very impor­
tant. She said if she could talk 
to her younger self and give 
advice, it would be to form 
better bonds with professors.
Bosnjak got his first in­
ternship because of a sugges­
tion from one of his profes­
sors, and through a snowball 
effect landed his current job
many years later. Bosnjak 
said he’s never had a job in 
which he didn’t know at least 
one person at the company.
The panelists collectively 
agreed that students should 
seek out better connections. 
Bosnjak thinks it’s important 
to keep other things in mind 
after graduation as well.
“Presenting yourself in a 
professional manner is of cru­
cial importance,” Bosnjak said. 
“In school you aren’t graded 
on your clothes, shoes or being 
professional, but in the profes­
sional world that matters.”
The panelists agreed hav­
ing better connections, be­
ing confident and presenting 
oneself professionally can 
help GVSU students be more 
fully prepared for the profes­
sional world after graduation.
ACTIVISM
Leading t
GV talk centers around student-led social movements in history
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRA DY(a)LAN THORN. COM
Four African American 
college students sat down 
at lunch counter at a Wool- 
worth retail store in Greens­
boro, North Carolina Feb. 1, 
1960. Fach asked for a cup 
of coffee - the store followed 
a “whites only” policy at the 
lunch counter. They were 
asked to leave; they refused 
to give up their seats.
Due to the lack of prov­
ocation, the attention of 
the local media and the 
support of other college 
students, the Greensboro 
Four - which was made up 
of Franklin McCain, Ezell 
Blair Jr., Joseph McNeil 
and David Richmond - in­
spired further sit-ins across 
the U.S. to desegregate 
lunch counters and other 
public places.
Even Grand Rapids 
faced civil unrest. Mirror­
ing the race riots of De­
troit and Baltimore, over 
320 people were arrested 
in the city July 27, 1967 
- most of them city resi­
dents under the age of 25.
“They (the Greensboro 
Four) decided to activate their 
act activism in order to make 
America great,” said Louis
Moore, an associate profes­
sor of history at Grand Valley 
State University, specializing 
in African American history.
As part of his talk “Grand 
Rapids and Social Activism 
in Today’s Political Climate: 
Connecting the Broader 
Movement to the Local Ex­
periment,” Moore addressed 
students, faculty and staff at 
the Mary Idema Pew Library 
at the Allendale Campus 
Wednesday, Feb. 1, about the 
Greensboro Four, the Black 
Lives Matter organization 
and other student-led move­
ments to discuss the history 
of social activism in the U.S.
Ihe rise of protests, sit-ins 
and boycotts within the U.S.,
he said, is huge on a national 
scale. Within West Michigan 
and GVSU, he said, looking 
at how activism affects high­
er education, allowing stu­
dents to be part of something 
local and national.
Having his talk fall on the 
anniversary of the Greensboro 
sit-in and at the beginning of 
Black History Month, Moore 
said this reflects not only the 
impact of the celebration and 
the demonstration, but also 
demonstrates how a student’s 
voice can inspire change.
“In truth, going to college 
inspired them (the Greens­
boro Four) to make change 
and question what they have 
been taught,” Moore said.
AWARENESS: Louis Moore makes a comment Wednesday. Feb 11, 
2015. Moore is a professor of history at GVSU. GVL | KEVIN StELAFF
“They asked themselves 
what good is it going to col­
lege, working hard, yet still 
living in a Jim Crow society 
as second-class citizens.
“It touched the south and it 
touched the north and by the 
end of the 1960s, 70,000 stu­
dents, black and white, partici­
pated in the sit-in movements.”
Discussing present social 
activism in the U.S., Moore 
also talked about U.S. Rep. 
John Lewis, his role in the 
Civil Rights Movement and 
his opposition to President 
Donald Trump’s executive 
order, how social media can 
affect protests and sit-ins 
and how one can become an 
activist in-and-out of GVSU.
Ellen Schendel, the as­
sociate dean of the Brooks 
College of Interdisciplin­
ary Studies, attended the 
event. She asked Moore 
about the diverse amount 
of protests occurring in 
the U.S. happening daily - 
notably with the threat of 
repeals on healthcare and 
reproductive rights and the 
Black Rights Matter move­
ments - and what the effect 
of the various demonstra­
tions will be in the U.S.
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THF FUU ARTICLE
graduation
discuss business careers
SHARING INSIGHT: GVSU graduate George Bosnjak talks about his 
career experiences post-college Tuesday, Jan. 31. GVL I SARA CARTE
CLUES ACROSS
I. Baseball team 
5. Hymns
II. Actor Jared
12. Fragrance
16. __Von Bismarck,
Iron Chancellor
17. Nordic God
18. Weighed down
19. Coppola’s mob epic
24. Nanogram
25. Famed street artist
26. Identifier
27. 23rd letter of the Greek 
alphabet
28. In addition
29. Micturated
30. Shock
31. Accept
33. Allotment
34. Eras
CLUES DOWN
1. Dress
2. Deadly
3. Says aloud
4. PT Anderson film *'__Nights”
5. Teacher (abbr)
6. Anesthetized
7. Anno Domini (in the year of 
Our Lord)
8. __and behold
9. French young women (abbr.)
10. Scorch
13. Notre Dame
14. Express disapproval
15. Cars need these
20. Not oflT
21. Unit of mass 
22 . You
23. Concealed
27 Parent-teacher organizations
29 Approximately 3.14159
30 Chinese conception of poetry
31 Satisfaction
32 College degree_______________
ANSWERS PG. 10
38. Emerges
39. Cape Verde capital
40. __ , United Arab Emirates capital
43. Small amount
44. Back of the foot
45. Pakrit language
49. Home of “60 Minutes”
50. Condemn
51. Ailed
53. Elevated railroad
54. Rebelliousness 
56. Ancient Greek city
58. Clothing company (abbr )
59 Member of the cabbage family 
60. Softens or smooths 
63. Mass of coagulated liquid 
64 Problems 
65. Irish Republic
33. Formerly Ceylon:__Lanka
34. Effeminate
35. Something to solve
36. Horses like these
37. Intelligence organization 
38 Blood type 
40 Exhibition
41. Poisonous plant
42. Aluminum
44 Possesses
45 Penetrate with a sharp instrument
46 Ring-shaped objects
47. Speaks at church
48. Form in the mind
50. Selectors
51. Probability of default
52. 2001 Spielberg film
54. Where to get a sandwich
55. Newts 
57. Modus operand!
61. Exists
62. Politico-economic union
• • • ♦ ♦ ♦
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‘VOICES OF GVSU’ ACTIVISM EXHIBIT
How do you define activism? The “Voice of GVSU: 
Activism Through the Decades" exhibit asks this ques­
tion through photography from the past and present.
The work is sponsored by the Kutsche Office of Local 
History, Special Collections & Archives, and the Office 
of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship.
Located in the Grand Valley State University Mary 
Idema Pew Library starting Saturday, Feb. 4, this 
exhibit features early activism at GVSU, along with 
photographs of student protests and articles in The 
Lanthorn. Recent examples will be featured inviting 
others to reflect on what activism resembles.
Those interested in learning more about student 
activism, becoming an undergraduate research assis­
tant or intern should contact kutsche@gvsu.edu.
LAST LAKER STANDING SEMI-FINAL EVENT
Sponsored by Grand Valley State University’s 
Spotlight Productions, the Last Laker Standing semi­
finals event is focused on giving students and faculty 
a laugh during this competition. From 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m., students can join the competition to view the 
contestants and cheer on their favorite student act.
Located in the Kirkhof Center’s Pere Marquette Room, 
each student will compete for the title where the win­
ner will be announced Saturday, Feb. 11, during the final 
round. For more information, visit spotlight@gvsu.edu.
GVSU OPERA PRESENTS SWEENY TODD
The Opera Theater department at Grand Valley State 
University will present this year’s production “Sweeny 
Todd” Saturday, Feb. 4 from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the 
Louis Armstrong Theater at the Performing Arts Center 
on the Allendale Campus. The infamous 19th century 
tale features an exile barber seeking vengeance, a fail­
ing pie shop and one stomach-churning, mysterious 
ingredient. Tickets are available to purchase at the box 
office inside the Performing Arts Center.
‘UNNATURAL CAUSES’ DOCUMENTARY SERIES TO 
BE SHOWN IN KIRKHOF CENTER
Part of the documentary series “Unnatural Causes” 
will be shown in the Grand Valley State University 
Kirkhof Center Thursday, Feb. 2, at 6 p.m. The docu­
mentary examines the effects that social factors like 
race, socioeconomic standing, geography and gender 
have on health and health care in the United States 
as it attempts to answer the age-old question, “Is 
inequality making us sick?”
The series includes seven short documentaries 
that will be played throughout February until the 
series is complete. After each viewing, there will be 
an instructor-led discussion on the contents and the 
application of items brought up in the documentary.
STUDENT ORGS
Alternative 
Breaks gears 
up for ‘Service 
Saturday’
GREEK LIFE
GV fraternity to spend Valentine’s Day 
raising funds for childhood cancer
BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
LAKERUFE@LANTHORN.COM
For some people, Valen­
tine’s Day means indulging 
sweets and spending the night 
alone, while others might be 
first in line at the supermarket 
with a box full of chocolates 
and giant stuffed animal that 
says “be mine.”
However, Grand Valley 
State University’s Sigma Phi Ep­
silon (SigEp) plans to celebrate 
the day by dropping carnations 
on students’ doorsteps and ser­
enading them from a secret, or 
not-so-secret, admirer.
The fraternity is gearing 
up for the annual “Carnation 
Gram” sale where students 
can buy a carnation for $2, 
along with a personalized 
message, to be delivered on 
their doorstep. For an ad­
ditional $3 the brothers will 
give a personal serenade.
For the past five years, 
SigEp has worked with St. 
Baldrick’s Foundation, which 
strives to fund research to 
cure childhood cancer.
“A few years back, SigEp 
didn’t really have a main phi­
lanthropy to fundraise. Then 
one brother took charge to 
find a charity with a great 
cause,” said Carlos Alfonso, 
former vice president of pro­
gramming for SigEp.
In 2016, the fraternity 
raised $14,870 in philanthropy 
toward St. Bal­
drick’s. This year, 
the fraternity is 
raising the goal 
to $15,000.
Matthew Bry­
ant, vice presi­
dent of com­
munications for 
SigEp, is confi­
dent the fraterni­
ty will reach and 
surpass last year’s 
amount.
“I definitely 
think we will 
make it. I really think it is 
important because that mon­
ey helps benefit the kids that 
are suffering from cancer,” 
Bryant said. “It helps find the 
resources to keep them com­
fortable when they are going
through treatment.”
In March, the brothers will 
host their annual head shav­
ing event, where last year, 
between 20 to 30 brothers 
participated. Students and 
faculty are invited to watch 
and donate to the cause.
“Brothers are not the only 
ones that can support the 
cause,” Alfonso 
said. “Some are 
volunteers and 
others are mem­
bers of other 
fraternities. We 
even had a mem­
ber of a sorority 
participate last 
year.”
As Bid Day 
approaches, 
SigEp prepares 
to balance phi­
lanthropy with 
finding quality 
members to rush and join the 
brotherhood. Bid Day is set for 
Wednesday, Feb. 8, where the 
fraternities typically rally up 
around 30 to 40 bids total.
However, Alfonso said this 
semester could bring in a high­
er number than the last. Hon­
ing in on a year-round sched­
ule, SigEp focuses on bringing 
in new members throughout 
the year and not only during 
the Bid Day rush.
“Rush usually happens 
once a semester, but SigEp 
has implemented a national 
365 day recruitment rule,” 
he said. “This means we can 
bid someone at any given 
time, no matter the Interfra­
ternity Council’s schedule.”
“We are all about continu­
ous growth and development,” 
Bryant said. “Our rituals are 
different. Once you join SigEp 
you are a brother 100 percent. 
If a guy joins tomorrow, he 
has the same amount of say 
that I do. That all goes back 
to the continuous growth. Ev­
eryone is equal.”
The Carnation Gram sale 
will take place in the Kirkhof 
Center until Thursday, Feb. 9, 
and SigEp will table for requests 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
To learn more about Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, visit sigepgvsu. 
chapterspot.com/.
“I really think it Is 
important because 
that money helps 
benefit kids that 
are suffering from 
cancer. ”
MATTHEW BRYANT
VP OF COMMUNICATIONS
SING FOR A CURE: Austin Vignola of GVSU’s Sigma Phi Epsilon chapter poses with a carnation in the Kirkhof Center Tuesday Jan. 31, for 
the annual "Carnation Gram” sale. The brothers will sell carnations and serenades for St. Baldrick’s until Thursday, Feb. 9. GVL | EMILY FRYE
BY TY KONELL
TKONELL@LANTHORN.COM
When it comes to giving 
back to the community, the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity student organization 
Alternative Breaks finds 
service to be not only a 
hobby but a lifestyle shared 
with close friends.
Continuing its tradition 
of dedicating personal time 
to aid others, Alternative 
Breaks will be holding ser­
vice hours Saturday, Feb. 
11. Service Saturday is a 
monthly volunteer oppor­
tunity that allows for stu­
dents to participate in local 
communities.
“We coordinate these
events with nonprofit organi­
zations in the greater Grand 
Rapids area, so Service Satur­
days are always close to cam­
pus, pertain to local social 
and environmental issues 
and are free to participate 
in,” said Ryker Huizinga, vice 
president of public relations 
for Alternative Breaks.
Traditionally, Service Satur­
day trips are a full day of work 
and offer a discussion among 
participating students.
A typical Saturday of vol­
unteering, Huizinga said, 
begins at the Kirkhof Center 
where the group leaders pro­
vide a brief orientation and 
discuss the mission of the 
organization. Afterward, the 
students carpool to the loca­
tion and begin the day’s work.
“We typically work from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., with a 
break for lunch in between,” 
Huizinga said. “Once we 
are finished working, we 
have a reflection where we 
share our experiences and 
discuss the importance of 
our work.”
Furthermore, representa­
tives for Alternative Breaks 
agree that Service Saturdays 
may offer learning opportu­
nities for students who par­
take in the events.
“As college students, it 
can be so easy to get com­
pletely wrapped up in 
weekly routines, challenging 
classes, odd work hours and 
late nights studying,” Huiz­
MAKING A DIFFERENCE: Students of GVSU’s organization Alternative Breaks volunteer at monthly 
“Service Saturdays." The group is holding service hours Saturday, Feb. 11. COURTESY | JENNIFER LEWIS
inga said. “But it’s important 
to step away from the crazi­
ness and become aware of 
the world around you.
In addition, Huizinga 
said Service Saturdays offer 
students a break from their 
typical routines and provide 
the chance to ask important 
questions in a positive, con­
structive environment.
Members of Alternative 
Breaks believe the volun­
teer opportunity will con­
tinue throughout the years, 
and are ready with many 
ideas for events and col­
laborations in the future.
“I definitely see Service 
Saturday events continu­
ing, they have become an 
integral part of Alterna­
tive Breaks’ programming,” 
Huizinga said. ”(As for) fu­
ture growth and new events, 
I would love to see more 
collaboration with other 
student organizations.
“There are so many fan­
tastic service and advocacy 
organizations on campus 
that we can develop stron­
ger partnerships with.”
As Alternative Breaks 
continues to connect with 
other programs on campus, 
he said, the organization 
foresees a plethora of new 
collaborative opportunities 
for students to experience.
The most important as­
pect of joining the group, 
Huizinga said, is the orga­
nization’s welcome environ­
ment that provides a friend­
ly atmosphere, close bonds 
and sense of family.
“My favorite thing about 
Alternative Breaks is the 
friendships that develops 
through every experience. 
Service unites people to work 
for a shared goal, and the bond 
it creates is incredible,” he said. 
“I’ve been a member of Alter­
native Breaks for the past four 
years, and I’ve become friends 
with so many great people 
while on this journey.
“They’re inspiring and 
challenge me to be a bet­
ter person. I’m definitely 
at home with Alternative 
Breaks. I’m among friends 
and family.”
Show your special someone what they mean 
to you by purchasing a Love Line in the 
Lanthorn on February 11! 
Accepting orders until Feb. 9 at noon.
♦ ♦ • ♦ ♦ ♦
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GVSULACROSSE RANKS 
EIGHTH AND NINTH IN PRE­
SEASON POLLS
After being eliminated in 
the first round of the NCAA 
tournament last season, the 
Grand Valley State women’s 
lacrosse team is ranked in the 
top-10 in two preseason polls. 
The Lakers rank eighth in the 
IWLCA Division II preseason 
poll, voted by Division II 
coaches, and ninth in the Nike- 
US Lacrosse preseason poll.
Last season, the Lakers 
finished with a 15-5 record, going 
11-1 in GLIAC play. As is typical 
for GVSU. the Lakers will face a 
number of top-20 teams in their 
nonconference schedule.
In the first two games of 
the season, the Lakers face the 
unanimous No. 1 and 2 teams, 
Florida Southern and Adelphi. In 
GVSU’s six remaining noncon­
ference games, the Lakers will 
face five more top-20 teams, 
including No. 3 Le Moyne, No. 5 
Lindenwood and No. 6 Rollins.
GVSU SOFTBALL COACH 
FEATURED ON ‘IN THE 
CIRCLE’ SOFTBALL POD­
CAST
In her third year as the head 
coach for the Grand Valley State 
softball team, Dana Callihan was 
featured as a guest on the ’In the 
Circle’ national softball podcast. 
The podcast highlighted the 
Lakers’ College World Series trip 
last season along with preview­
ing the upcoming season. A 
preview of the Lakers’ season 
was also included in the D2 
Revue blog.
This season, the Lakers return 
14 letter winners, eight of them 
starters. Six players were named 
as All-GLIAC selections, four 
of them also earning a spot on 
All-Region teams. With a strong 
returning cast, the Lakers were 
ranked No. 6 in the National 
Fastpitch Coaches Association 
Preseason Top-25 Poll. GVSU 
opens the 2017 season with the 
Lewis Dome Tournament Friday, 
Feb. 24 and Saturday, Feb. 25, 
playing four Great Lakes Valley 
Conference teams in the indoor, 
two-day tournament.
CLUB SAILING ATTENDS 
CONFERENCE IN MILWAUKEE
Members of the Grand Valley 
State sailing club attended 
the 2017 Midwest Collegiate 
Sailing Association Midwinters 
Conference during the week­
end of Friday, Jan. 27 through 
Sunday, Jan. 29 at the University 
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. During 
the conference, the regatta 
schedule for the upcoming 2017 
season was determined.
The Lakers will host three 
events during the season, 
including the Laker Showdown 
Saturday, April 1 and Sunday 
April 2. GVSU will host two 
more events during the fall 
season, the Singlehanded 
Qualifiers Saturday, Oct. 14 and 
Sunday, Oct. 15 and the Emma 
Biegioni Saturday, Nov. 4 and 
Sunday, Nov. 5.
After the convention, the 
club attended a banquet at the 
Milwaukee Yacht Club. GVSU’s 
Elliot Lee was awarded an 
Honorable Mention for Co-ed 
Skipper of the Year, and the 
GVSU Sailing Club was awarded 
the Regatta of the Year for 
planning and running the Fall 
Championship Regatta Saturday, 
Nov. 12 and Sunday, Nov. 13 
in 2016. The Emma Biagioni 
Regatta, also hosted by GVSU, 
earned runner up.
VARSITY SCHEDULE
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MEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. at Wayne 
State
Saturday, 6 p.m. at Saginaw Valley 
State
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday, 5:30 p.m. at Wayne 
State
Saturday, 4 p.m. at Saginaw Valley 
State
TRACK AND FIELD
Friday, all day at Notre Dame 
Meet/Hillsdale Wide Track Meet 
(split squad)
Saturday, all day at Notre Dame 
Meet/Hillsdale Wide Track Meet 
(split squad)
MEN’S TENNIS
Friday, 11:30 a m. vs. Cornerstone 
Sunday, noon vs. Davenport
M. BASKETBALL
NO EXCUSES: Drake Baar (21) jumps for the jump ball After splitting a weekend series in the Upper Peninsula, the GVSU men's basketball team wasn’t able to match 
the Ferris State Bulldogs’ free throws, athleticism and their frenetic pace throughout the game and lost to the Bulldogs 98-73 Monday, Jan. 30. GVL | LUKE holmes
‘Dog days’ Ferris State routs GV 98-73
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
T
he Ferris State 
Bulldogs are billed 
as one of the top 
teams in the GLI­
AC, and they lived up to 
that hype Monday night 
against Grand Valley State.
The Bulldogs (18-3, 12-2 
GLIAC) won their 13th
straight game in a 98-73 rout 
over the Lakers Monday, Jan. 
30 at the GVSU Fieldhouse. 
The Lakers, who have now 
lost two out of their last 
three, dropped to 13-8 (9-5).
The Lakers had just re­
turned from a trip to the 
Upper Peninsula, playing 
two games in three days. 
Fatigue wasn’t an excuse for 
Mondays performance.
“It was our third game in
a short period of time, but no 
excuses,” said GVSU senior 
Luke Ryskamp, who had 
13 points. “We just didn’t 
(seem) ready to play, that’s 
really what it came down to.”
Though GVSU started 
the game with a 7-2 run 
thanks to five straight 
points by center Drake Baar, 
the -athleticism and fre­
netic pace of the Bulldogs 
gave way to an early FSU
advantage. The Bulldogs 
employed a full-court press 
defense in the first half that 
gave GVSU problems mov­
ing the ball up the floor, and 
even forced a five-second 
inbounds violation.
One of the most telling 
statistics of the night was 
the gap in free throws. 
The Bulldogs shot an un­
heard of 32-of-41 from 
the charity strike to the
Lakers’ 13-of-17. The 
Bulldogs drew several 
blocking fouls and con­
verted on three-point 
plays chances all night, 
leading to easy opportu­
nities at the line.
“Forty-one free throws, 
that might be an arena re­
cord,” said GVSU coach Ric
SEE M. HOOPS | A8
W. BASKETBALL
QUICK TURNAROUND: Taylor Lutz (10) throws the basketball down the court. The Grand Valley State women’s basketball team defeated the Ferris State Bulldogs 
85-38 Monday, Jan. 30 after starting Taylor Parmley, a redshirt sophomore, who went on to score the first eight points for the Lakers in the game. GVL I LUKE holmes
Convincing fashion
GV throttles Ferris State 85-38
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICKCcDL A N THORN. COM
After a long weekend 
trip to the Upper Pen­
insula, the Grand Valley 
State women’s basketball 
team hosted Ferris State 
Monday, Jan. 30 for a 
quick turnaround. Un­
sure if fatigue would be 
an issue, the Lakers put to
rest any concern early.
The Lakers jumped out 
to an early lead and never 
looked back. In convincing 
fashion, GVSU throttled Fer­
ris State 85-38 to move into a 
tie for second with Michigan 
Tech in the GLIAC.
“I think both teams 
looked fatigued,” said GVSU 
coach Mike Williams. "I 
didn’t think we would be,
but I think we were. We did a 
good job fighting through it.”
For only the third time 
this season, GVSU incor­
porated a non-senior into 
the starting lineup. Re­
placing an injured Kayla 
Dawson, the Lakers started 
redshirt sophomore Taylor 
Parmley. Instead of giving 
the team a spark off the 
bench like she has all sea­
son, Parmley kick started 
the offense in the opening 
minutes of the game.
She scored the first eight 
points of the game for the 
lakers and finished the first 
quarter with 10 points.
“She’s a tough match be­
cause if you take her one-on- 
one, she can go right or left 
and she scores around the 
rim at a really high clip,” Wil
liams said. “If you double her, 
she’s a pretty good passer.”
The Lakers kept the foot 
on the gas in the second 
quarter with three consecu­
tive 3-pointers to start the 
quarter, two from Lindsay 
Baker and one from Tay­
lor Lutz. GVSU outscored
SEE W. HOOPS | A8
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STROKE: Grand Valley State junior forward Chris Dorsey lets a free throw fly. Dorsey hit a buzzer-beat­
ing half-court shot just before halftime in the Lakers' 98-73 loss to Ferris State. GVL | LUKE holmes
FIGHTING THROUGH TRAFFIC: Grand Valley State senior Luke Ryskamp battles through Ferris State 
defenders. Ryskamp had 13 points in a night where GVSU had trouble offensively. GVL I LUKE HOLMES
HANDS UP: Grand Valley State's Piper Tucker (11), Taylor Parmley (14) Taylor Lutz (10) and Janae Langs (20) play alert defense. The Lakers 
had no problem with defense against the Ferris State Bulldogs, holding their opposition to just 38 points on the night. GVL | LUKE holmes
M. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROM A7
Wesley. “But Ferris was the ag­
gressor. We didn’t take charg­
es, we didn’t step in there and 
cut off the lanes. Fouls were a 
factor in their favor.”
Part of the Lakers’ struggles 
was the fact that senior for­
ward Trevin Alexander picked 
up two early fouls, forcing him 
to sit for most of the half. For­
ward Zach West, who led the 
GLIAC in three-point field 
goal percentage going into the 
game, had no points on 0-of- 
3 three-point shooting in 22 
minutes of action.
The game was mostly lost 
for the Lakers in the first half. 
Though GVSU trailed a man-
W. HOOPS
CONTINUED FROM A7
the Bulldogs 23-8 to take a 
20-point lead into halftime.
Parmley finished the h^lf 
with 14 points, and senior 
Piper Tucker matched her 
career-high with six assists.
“It’s really good for us 
because it brings so much 
confidence and energy to 
our team when we’re able to 
come out firing on all cylin­
ders,” said guard Janae Langs.
In the second half, Tucker 
recorded her seventh assist 
early in the third quarter.
ageable 28-20 at the 7:16 mark 
after junior forward Chris 
Dorsey hit two free throws, the 
Laker offense caught a dry spell. 
From the 7:16 mark to 1:56 re­
maining in the first, FSU went 
on a 19-0 scoring run, giving 
them a 27-point lead with un­
der two minutes to go. The only 
points the leakers would score 
after the dry spell were a pair 
of free throws from Ryskamp, 
a Baar layup and a half-court 
buzzer beater from Dorsey.
The half-court shot raised 
a couple signs of life in Field- 
house Arena, but didn’t do so 
much in the way of raising the 
team’s spirits as GVSU went 
into the break trailing 52-27.
“I just think we didn’t come 
ready to play’’ Dorsey said. 
“We came out soft and tenta-
The Lakers extended their 
lead to 28 points before the 
start of the fourth quarter.
In the fourth, the Lakers 
cleared their bench, and 
the bench players extended 
the lead even further. 14 
different players scored for 
the Lakers while 16 saw ac­
tion on the floor.
“We’ve got players there 
that if they’re called upon, 
they are going to be ready,” 
Williams said. “Unfor­
tunately (Dawson) goes 
down with a broken wrist, 
now a couple players have 
to step up, and I think they 
are ready to do that."
tive, and we didn’t take care of 
the basketball at all on offense. 
We’ve just got to look forward. 
Think about it tonight, forget 
about it tomorrow and go on 
to the next game.”
Four out of the five Bull­
dogs starters scored in double 
figures on the night. FSU got 
production off the bench as 
well, namely from Mory Di­
ane who tied for a team-high 
14 points, and rangy forward 
Markese Mayfield who had 
12 points. The Bulldogs shot 
50 percent from the field as a 
team, and 7-of-12 from be­
hind the arc in the first half.
The Lakers, who lead the 
GLIAC in both field goal per­
centage and three-point per­
centage, simply couldn’t get 
shots to fall. The lakers shot a
The GVSU defense contin­
ued to dominate, holding the 
Bulldogs to less than 40 points. 
The lakers boast the top de­
fense in the GLIAC and third 
in Division II allowing just 52.4 
points per game. Monday’s vic­
tory marked the third time the 
lakers have held opposing of­
fenses to less than 40 points.
The Lakers (15-5,10-4 GLI­
AC) will travel for a two-game 
weekend series against GLIAC 
opponents. GVSU will face 
Wayne State Thursday, Feb. 2 
before playing rival Saginaw 
Valley State Saturday, Feb. 4.
“We have faced all those 
teams once so we know what
dismal 8-of-33 from the field in 
the first half and 28-of-70 for 
the game, including just 4-of- 
20 from three-point range.
Sophomore center Jus­
tin Greason led the Lakers 
with 16 points and 11 re­
bounds. Baar finished with 
17, while Alexander had 11 
points with seven boards.
The Lakers will hit the road 
again this weekend, starting 
with Wayne State Thursday, 
Feb. 2 and Saginaw Valley State 
Saturday, Feb. 4. It will be GV- 
SU’s third and fourth road con­
tests in the past five games.
“End of January, end of 
February, it’s the dog days 
of the season, and were in 
a particular tough stretch,” 
Wesley said. “We’ve got to 
suck it up and move on.”
to expect, so I think right now 
it’s focusing on us,” Langs said. 
“How can we better ourselves, 
especially on the offensive end.”
GVSU is currently two 
games behind SVSU for the 
top spot in the GLIAC North 
Division. The final regular 
season meeting with the Car­
dinals will have serious im­
plications for seeding in the 
GLIAC tournament, but the 
Lakers focus is on winning 
the Wayne State game first.
“In our conference we 
can’t look over anybody,” Par­
mley said. “We have to give 
our all every game because 
anybody can beat anybody.”
theme of the week
CRAZY
COLORS
Get excited for President’s Ball: Uncharted 
Color and share your favorite colors with 
us. Tag (SGVLanthorn and use #GVT0TW 
for your chance to win a prize!
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LEADER: Grand Valley State senior guard Janae Langs handles the 
ball during GVSU’s 85-38 rout over Ferris State. GVL | LUKE holmes
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TRACK AND FIELD
Trust the process
GV throwers training hard, seeing results
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM
An unbeatable distance 
runner or flashy sprinter usu­
ally steals the headlines, but 
behind the scenes the throw­
ers have scored key points at 
big meets for the Grand Valley 
State track and field program.
The GVSU team is rich 
with history. Since 2000, the 
mens and womens sides have 
claimed the GLIAC crown a 
combined 63 times and the 
women have added four na­
tional championships.
Consistency in all areas of 
the team has been essential 
to the elongated period of 
success spanning almost two 
decades. One such faction of 
the team that has exemplified 
consistency with precision is 
the group of throwers.
Since GVSU’s track and 
field dominance began in 2000, 
the throwers have earned 99 
All-American awards and 14 
individual national titles.
During the indoor sea­
son the throwing events are 
limited to the weight throw 
and the shot put, but when 
outdoor rolls around, the 
athletes can choose from the 
hammer throw, the shot put,
the javelin and the discus.
The year 2016 ended with 
a bang as Darien Thornton 
claimed the mens weight throw 
national title and a berth at the 
Olympic Trials, but Thornton 
has graduated and others must 
now lead the program. Car­
rying the torch into 2017 are 
veterans Chris Saikalis, Mike 
Moon, Kyra Hull, Kaylyn Hill 
and Dajsha Avery.
The key to keeping the 
success rolling is to “trust 
the process.”
“A lot of the time fresh­
men will come in and they 
won’t really understand col­
lege throwing,” Moon said. 
“They’ll have a high school 
coach and they think their 
high school coach knows 
everything. It takes them a 
long time to get used to the 
college idea. Every thrower 
that comes in doesn’t see 
success right away. They 
have to trust the process.”
That same message has 
been preached to incoming 
GVSU throwers for years and 
the tradition is very much 
alive, the veterans said.
The most recent successes of 
the throwers can be credited to 
the progressive training style of 
third-year coach Sean Denard.
“My training revolves 
around technique and nervous 
system manipulation,” Denard 
said. “My goal is to teach the 
athlete how to practice at such a 
level that their nervous system 
takes over and causes chemical 
and mechanical reactions that 
improve competition results. 
The more consistent the ath­
lete, the more correct our pre­
dictions for peaks and valleys of 
training can be."
He puts each days’ activities 
into a log. The log includes ev­
erything from how lifting went, 
to how throwing went, to how 
the athletes felt during those 
activities. Using the log, he can 
look at charts showing when 
his athletes are peaking and 
when they will be at their best 
in the future in order to maxi­
mize performance.
“He matches it up during 
competitions so we can peak 
during meets,” Hill said. “It’s 
really beneficial to be able to 
know when your body is go­
ing to be operating at its best 
and to be able to have that 
land on a meet when you 
need to hit a good mark.”
Denard’s training is also 
consistent and intentional. Ev­
erything is a routine and orga­
nized to a tee, Hill said.
DOMINATING THE FIELD: Mike Prestigiacomo gets ready to throw at a meet. The Grand Valley State 
Lints Alumni Meet was held in the Kelly Family Sports Center Saturday, Jan. 28. GVL I LUKE HOLMES
“It helps us work really 
hard,” Saikalis said. “We 
have to be disciplined to 
come in every day and work 
hard. The good thing is, we 
know if we do that we’ll be 
successful in the long run.”
Denard also encourages a 
tight-knit family atmosphere, 
a tradition that has been in the 
team for many years.
“We have ups and downs as 
throwers,” Avery said. “Having 
people around you that know 
what you’re going through, 
and that know different as­
pects of advice they can give 
you to help you further along,
definitely makes a difference.”
The throwers are well- 
aware that their collegiate ca­
reers would have gone much 
differently if they weren’t a 
part of the family-like culture 
surrounding the team.
“If I didn’t have that, I 
definitely wouldn’t be as 
driven and it wouldn’t be as 
fun,” Moon said. “Training 
by yourself in the summer 
time is not fun. It’s hard to 
get out there and do it and 
to actually want to be there. 
Having a team and having 
everybody together doing 
the same thing, with the
same goals, helps a lot.”
The tight-knit feeling of the 
throwers extends to the rest of 
the GVSU team as well. Add 
that to the high level of talent 
and the leakers have their eyes 
on a national championship.
“That would mean more 
than anything else, more 
than any individual title 
would mean,” Saikalis said. 
“It’s the ultimate goal that 
everyone wants. Having 
that opportunity would be 
really amazing and some­
thing I could carry along 
for the rest of my life, some­
thing I’d be really proud of.”
M. TENNIS
Seasoned vets
GV 2017 men’s tenni
CLUB SPORTS
WIZARDING WORLD: Students gather to speak with the Quidditch Club for Campus Life Night 2.0 
Friday, Jan. 13. The GVSU Quidditch club held their first event Saturday, Jan. 31. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF
Far from Hogwarts
Club Quidditch team hosts first home tournament
BY BRENDAN MCMAHON
BMCMAHON@LANTHORN.COM
The Grand Valley State 
men’s tennis team is just days 
■wvay from the beginning of 
the winter semester of com­
petition. With a bitter taste 
still lingering from the short­
comings of last season, the 
Lakers are poised and ready 
to make 2017 one of the 
greatest in Laker history.
The Lakers finished the 
2015-16 season with a 17-8 
record. They finished 8-1 in 
the Great Lakes Intercolle­
giate Conference (GLIAC) 
and had a perfect record in 
home matches.
Nearly half of the Lakers’ 
losses were at the mercy of 
rival Ferris State, including 
the GLIAC Championship 
and the NCAA Regional 
Tournament Finals.
“The losses to Ferris mo­
tivated our guys to work 
harder over the summer 
and the offseason and hope­
fully we can be a little bit 
better this year,” said GVSU 
head coach John Black.
While it is admirable just 
to compete in those high 
caliber matchups, the 2017 
Lakers are preparing to make 
sure that this season does not 
yield the same result as last.
The Lakers are led by 
head coach John Black, who 
is returning or his 13th sea­
son. Black knows in order 
for the Lakers to be suc­
cessful this season, they’re 
going to have to depend on 
the leadership and produc­
tivity of senior Zach Philips, 
junior Alex van de Steeno- 
ven, sophomore Sebastien 
Lescoulie and keen fresh­
man Jack Geissler.
The Lakers are returning 
five out of six starters from 
last season, making them 
one of the most experienced 
teams in the GLIAC.
“We are very deep this year, 
there is not a whole lot of dif­
ference between our best play­
er and our 7th or 8th player,” 
Black said. “At this point I’m 
not even sure who the best 
player is, everyone is so close.”
The Lakers lack that one 
dominant player to set the 
tone of a match, but Black 
believes anyone on his team 
could embrace that role 
throughout the season.
“We’re all pretty competi­
tive,” Phillips said. “But one 
of the older guys, either my­
self, Jack (Heiniger) or Alex 
(van de Steenoven), is going 
to have to step up and play 
that spot and lead the way.”
Every member of the 
team seems to be motivated
s preview
by the same common goal: 
winning the GLIAC.
“None of us have won con­
ference championships and 
that’s something that we really 
want,” Phillips said. “We have 
been working hard for it and 
were trying to motivate others 
to work hard too.”
The last actual competition 
these Lakers have had dates 
back to the fall season when 
they competed in three differ­
ent tournaments. Those, how­
ever, were primarily singles 
matches where players were 
placed in a large pool.
Far from the type of 
competing the Lakers will 
be doing in the spring sea­
son, it is still a good bench­
mark for players to see.
“It wasn’t our best turn out 
in the fall,” Phillips said. “But 
we put in some good work in 
the offseason and practiced 
hard so this season should be 
better than our fall.”
Needless to sa/, the Lakers 
have already circled the day on 
their schedule they can have 
a rematch against Ferris State, 
but they can not take any team 
on their schedule lightly.
The road to Altamonte 
Springs, FL, begins Friday, 
Feb. 3 at 11:30 a.m., at the 
Premier Athletic & Tennis 
Club when the Lakers take 
on Cornerstone University.
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LAN THORN. COM
For the better part of a 
decade, lacrosse has been 
known as the fastest growing 
sport in the nation. At Grand 
Valley State University, there 
is another sport that is gain­
ing popularity that also uses 
a stick, but this sport comes 
from the wizarding world of 
arguably the most popular 
book franchise in history.
The GVSU Quidditch 
club brings the fantastical 
sport of Quidditch from 
the Harry Potter book se­
ries to the turf of the Kelly 
Family Sports Center. The 
club hosted its first event of 
the season in Allendale Sat­
urday, Jan. 21. The Lakers 
hosted an event earlier this 
season in Sparta, Michigan.
“It was really well run,” 
said club president Katlyn 
Feley. “A lot of people came 
up and asked if we would 
host again. Other teams 
seemed to really like it, and 
our team seemed to enjoy 
having a home tournament.”
The Lakers hosted a 
five team tournament that 
included visiting schools 
Michigan State and Bowl­
ing Green State. The Lakers 
placed fourth ahead of the 
Spartans, and Bowling Green 
State earned the top spot.
“It ran really smoothly,” 
said GVSU coach Brooke 
Portwood. “Our team per­
formed pretty well to the stan­
dard that I expected us to.”
This season, the Lakers 
are ranked tenth in the re­
gion, two spots outside of the 
top eight that are invited to 
the national tournament.
“We just missed qualifying 
for nationals by one game,” 
Portwood said. “We’re right on
the cusp of becoming good.”
Typically 80 teams par­
ticipate in the national tour­
nament, and only the top 8 
from each region are invited. 
The Lakers are ranked 78th 
in the nation but will be left 
out of the tournament.
The club qualified for na­
tionals in the 2013 and 2014 
seasons. The team did not 
travel to nationals in 2014 be­
cause of player conflicts, but 
in 2013 the team made some 
noise in the tournament.
“The first year we went, 
we actually surprised a lot of 
teams,” Portwood said. “They 
didn’t have very high expecta­
tions for us, and we came and 
actually made it to the second 
day of the tournament.”
It has been two years 
since the Lakers attended 
nationals, but another trip 
could be in the near future.
“I would love to see this
team go to nationals again,” 
Portwood said. “We’ve been 
there before and it would be 
great to get there again. We 
were so close (this year).”
The club has been quickly 
rising in numbers in the 
past couple of years. The 
team currently has 24 play­
ers on the roster, which is 
plenty for a sport that only 
requires seven players on the 
field at one time. With play­
ers having other obligations, 
the club relies on having re­
serves readily available.
“It seems that every year 
we recruit a good number of 
people,” Portwood said. “We 
usually maintain a solid prac­
ticing group of 21 people.”
Although the team is not 
participating in the national 
tournament, the Lakers will 
be traveling to San Marcos, 
Texas for the Consolation 
Cup II March 25 and 26.
MAKING HISTORY: Zach Phillips practices his swing during a workout Wednesday, Sept. 17, 2014. 
The GVSU men’s tennis team is looking to have a successful season in 2017. gvl | emily frye
CjUu
I am an actor born in Pennsylvania 
on February 8,1974.1 began acting 
at the age of 8, and I landed a role 
opposite Jodie Foster. I've been in 
several movies and on TV, including 
a show about vampires.
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Who’s
BEAU TROUTMAN
PATRIOTS 38. FALCONS 21
My boss tells me I need 
about 50-100 words here, 
but if could, I’d fill this entire 
space with only four words: 
Tom Brady, Bill Belichick. Yes 
Falcons’ receiver Julio Jones is 
a freak. Yes quarterback Matt 
“Matty Ice” Ryan has a cool 
nickname. And yes, Falcons’ 
coach Dan Quinn has a Super 
Bowl ring from his time as 
the Seattle Seahawks’ defen­
sive coordinator. But Brady 
is going to get his fifth ring 
here. New England truly is the 
model sports organization. 
“But they cheat!” Well, as for­
mer Cubs’ first baseman Mark 
Grace once said, “if you’re not 
cheating, you’re not trying.” I 
don’t care what happens Sun­
day night—deflated footballs, 
hidden cameras, Gisele Bund- 
chen, whatever—Belichick will 
be rocking a hoodie-cutoff, 
hoisting the Lombardi Trophy 
yet again after his team of rag 
tag nobodies (who the hell 
is Chris Hogan?) dismantles 
Atlanta.
iAKfi CARROLL — ***- *
FALCONS 38. PATRIOTS 24
I’m not going to lie, I hate 
seeing the Patriots in the Su­
per Bowl every single year. I’m 
a fan of Tom Brady because 
he went to the University of 
Michigan but that’s about it. 
I’m jealous of the New Eng­
land Patriots and their success 
when the Lions can’t even get 
a playoff win. I’ve always been 
indifferent to the Falcons, 
though. For that reason, I’m 
picking the Falcons.
going to win Super Bowl Li?
BRENDAN MCMAHON
FALCONS 35, PATRIOTS 34
Super Bowl LI features the 
two highest scoring offenses 
in the NFL this season, led by 
Tom Brady and Matt Ryan 
who were among the most 
efficient passers in the league. 
The Patriots not only have an 
elite offense, they led the NFL 
in total defense allowing only 
15.6 points per game. The 
Falcons rank near the bottom 
in most defensive statistic, but 
you never would have guessed 
it by watching them in this 
postseason.The Patriots are 
three point favorites, but 1 am 
placing my bets on the Falcons.
BRADY MCATAMNEY
PATRIOTS 31. FALCONS 27
Let me preface this by 
saying that I like both of these 
teams. I’ve been a fan of Tom 
Brady ever since I was a kid 
and Julio Jones has been my 
headline fantasy football 
player for the last three years. 
Being able to watch these guys 
do what they do is an absolute 
treat and this Super Bowl has 
the potential to be a classic 
thanks to them. That said, 
there’s another side of the ball, 
one that wins championships, 
and the Patriots are stronger 
there than the Falcons. In 
a game with offensive stars 
galore, it’ll be the Patriots’ 
defense that seals the deal.
JACOB ARVIDSON
FALCONS 38. PATRIOTS 30
Brady and the Patriots 
have bounced back from 
Deflategate with a vengeance 
and are clearly good enough 
to win another ring. However, 
the Falcons have Julio Jones 
and the most potent offense 
in the league right now.
Bill Belichick is known for 
shutting down a team’s best 
weapon, but the Falcons have 
a plethora of weapons on of­
fense, so the Patriots will need 
a way to stop each and every 
one of them, which is quite 
the tall task. This will be an of­
fensive game that will intrigue 
and engage a lot of people.
JOSH PEICK
PATRIOTS 27. FALCONS 21
I don’t think I have ever 
picked the winning team, 
so I’m going to pick New 
England hoping that Atlanta 
wins. The fact of the matter is 
that Atlanta is a team full of 
players that have never made 
it to the big game, and Tom 
Brady will be playing in his 
eighth Super Bowl. I repeat, 
eighth Super Bowl. The 
Belichick/Brady combo is 
hard to bet against, especially 
on the big stage. I would not 
be shocked if Brady wins his 
fifth title, but I hope my pick 
jinxes him and he ends with 
a career 50 percent winning 
percentage in the Super Bowl.
ROBBIE TRIANO
PATRIOTS 35. FALCONS 30
Here’s my plan for Sunday: 
I’m going to wake up and 
know this isn’t going to be a 
normal Sunday, because this 
is the Sunday of all Sundays 
(honestly, the day and the 
day after should be national 
holidays, but that’s for another 
column). I’m going to sit on 
my couch and watch Julio 
Jones run all over the place 
while simultaneously filling 
my face with whatever food or 
liquid that’s in sight. Mid way 
through the fourth quarter, I’ll 
realize that I’ve been sitting on 
the edge of my seat, awaiting 
the next iconic play or mo­
ment to fill my Twitter feed 
for a week. And by the time 
it’s all over, I’ll be leaning back, 
watching Roger Goodell hand­
ing the trophy to Tom Brady 
and the Patriots. Deflate that.
LAKER EXCHANGE
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 
some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL
lakerexchange(a)lanthorn.com OR CALL 616-331-2460
Housing Announcements Announcements EmploymentHousing
Looking for a roommate for 
January-May 2017. House is 
located on the NE side of 
GR, less than 10 minutes 
away from Pew campus. 
$400/month flat, utilities 
included. No formal lease to 
sign, no deposit required. 
Contact me at 
(616)901-2355 or 
ludtker@mail.gvsu.edu.
Roommate wanted for 2 
bedroom downtown loft 235 
Division. 350 a month. 50 
more or less for bills. 
Contact me at
clarkmat@mail.gvsu edu for 
more info.
Hi guys! I am looking for a 
subleaser for this upcoming 
semester. The apartment is 
in Meadows, it is located 
very close to the bus stop, 
has a garage, laundry room, 
pantry, kitchen, large living 
room and of course your 
room with a bathroom 
connected (including extra 
storage space and a bath 
tub in the bathroom). There 
are 3 other girls that live 
there. There is also free gym 
and pool/hot tub services as 
well as free tanning. I would 
give January and February 
to you free of charge! But 
the monthly payment after 
that would be $509 not 
including utilities which is 
usually between $30-$40 
Contact me with any 
questions, my number is 
248-765-8704. Thank you!
Downtown home with 2 
empty rooms! looking for a 
student to sublease, big 
house, 5 bedrooms, 2.5 
bath. Dog friendly! Fenced 
backyard, 2 car garage, 
private parking. Gas, 
cooking, and heat $420/ per 
month w/ utilities!
Call 517-375-6089
6001 COIT AVE NE, 
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
COLLEGE NIGHT-
l -
Peppino's Pizza located 
5065 Lake Michigan Dr. 
offers lots of great food, 
including a $6.95 1 item 
pizza if you show your 
college ID! Call them today 
for more information 
616-895-1615
Show that special someone 
some love by purchasing a 
love line in the Lanthorn on 
February 11th for $15 or 
double the size for an extra 
$5. Accepting orders until 
Feb. 9 @ noon. Contact 
advertising@lanthorn.com or 
visit our office 0051 lower 
level of Kirkhof.
Grand Rapids’ brand new 
music venue, 20 Monroe 
Live opens February 1! 
Located downtown next to 
The B O B See the full 
concert calendar at 
www 20MonroeLive.com.
Work on Mackinac Island 
This Summer - Make 
lifelong friends. The Island 
House Hotel and Ryba’s 
Fudge Shops are seeking 
help in all areas: Front Desk, 
Bell Staff, Wait Staff, Sales 
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas. 
Dorm Housing, bonus, and 
discounted meals.
(906) 847-7196.
www theislandhouse.com
ANSWERS
PUZZLES
I I
